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The liquid drop model of 2-flavored (u and d) nucleus is well known and successful, analogically, a

similar drop model for 3-flavored (u, d and s) nucleus is developed. A 3-flavored nucleus conjectured

could be stable only if its baryon number is larger than a critical one, Ac, in which strangeons are the

constituent as an analogy of nucleons for nucleus [1]. We try to model strangeon matter in a sense

of phenomenological liquid drop, with two free parameters: the mass per baryon of a strangeon in

vacuum, M, and potential depth between strangeons, ǫ. It is found that, for M ∼ GeV and ǫ ∼ 100

MeV, strangeon matter could be stable and its critical number could be as low as Ac = 300.
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The Witten’s conjecture [2] about dense matter could be extended to a generalized version:

strange matter in bulk could be absolutely stable, in which quarks are either free (for strange quark

matter) or localized (for strangeon matter) [1,3]. A strangeon may contain equal numbers of u, d and

s quarks, and its number of quarks inside could be 6, 9, 12, 18 or even more. The interaction between

strangeons could be similar to that between nucleons (i.e., Lennard-Jones-like), and consequently, it

might then be rational to have a description of strangeon matter based on this liquid drop scenario, a

model that has already been certified for nucleus and is always introduced in standard text books.

Strangeon matter, formerly known as solid quark matter [3], is conjectured when chiral symmetry

is broken in the QCD phase-diagram. However, a quarkyonic phase is suggested when chiral sym-

metry is restored but quarks are confined [4]. The color interaction between quarks in the strangeon

phase might be stronger than that inside quarkyonic matter, but the details yet remains unclear.

1. A Model of Strangeon Matter

In the conventional liquid drop model of nucleus, there are terms of volume, surface, Coulomb,

and others [5],

E(A, Z) = ZMp + (A − Z)Mn + bvol(1 − kvolI
2)A + bsurf(1 − ksurf I

2)A2/3
+

3

5

e2Z2

r0A1/3
, (1)

where A and Z are the baryon number and proton number of the nucleus; I = (N − Z)/A, represents

the asymmetry of the nucleus; Mp and Mn are the mass of proton and neutron; bvol, kvol, bsurf , ksurf

and r0 are the parameters of the model.

In analogy to the drop model of nucleus, a liquid drop model could be constructed for strangeon

matter. The asymmetry energy, however, could be negligible due to three-flavor symmetry restoration,

whereas the volume and surface terms remain, and the energy per baryon of a strangeon drop could
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then read (the Coulomb energy is also not significant),

E/A = M + bvol, s + bsurf, sA
−1/3, (2)

where M is the mass per baryon of a strangeon in vacuum, and the subscript “s” denotes parameters

for strangeon drop. Certainly a strangeon could not be stable in vacuum due to both strong and weak

interactions, and it seems that parameters of M and bvol, s are degenerated. However, note that bvol

and bsurf are related in Eq. (1). A similar relation between bvol, s and bsurf, s will break the degenerate.

One may expect that strangeon matter could be more stable than 2-flavored nucleus when its

baryon number, A, is greater than a critical baryon number, Ac, if the general Witten’s conjecture is

correct. It is evident from Eq. (2) that the energy per baryon, E/A, decreases as the baryon number A

increases for strangeon matter (note that bsurf, s is always positive), while that energy is minimum for
56Fe but increases for nuclei if A > 56. The Ac-number is determined by equating these two energies.

Certainly, in order to obtain the Ac-number, we should have the parameter of bvol, s, which are focused

in the next section. In addition, for the bsurf, s-parameter, we make use of a same scale of 2-flavored

drop model in which one has approximately bsurf ∝ bvol.

2. A Corresponding State Approach and Results

The law of corresponding states is proposed in a dimensionless way, which shows that the equa-

tion of state of substances with same form of interaction can be written in a reduced and universal

form. With this corresponding state approach, the parameters for strangeon matter could be derived.

For the sake of simplicity, the interaction between two strangeons is assumed to be Lennard-

Jones-like [6], which is similar to the interaction between atom of inert gas,

φ(r) = ǫ

{

4

(r/σ)12
−

4

(r/σ)6

}

, (3)

where ǫ, σ are characteristic energy (i.e., potential depth) and length-scale of the interaction, respec-

tively. Based on the law of corresponding states, the interaction energy (thus bvol, s and bsurf, s) of

strangeon in a drop could be obtained [7]. With these two parameters, the energy per baryon of a

strangeon drop could be calculated with Eq (2).

For a given baryon number density, n (to be a few nuclear density, n0), and the quark number

of one strangeon, Nq, we have two free parameters to calculate the energy per baryon (E/A): M

and ǫ. If strangeon matter exits stably, the energy per baryon of strangeon drop should be lower

than that of normal nuclei with baryon number A > Ac. The Ac-number as a function of those two

free parameters M and ǫ is shown in Fig. 1, for two parametric sets of {Nq = 6, n = 1.5n0} and

{Nq = 18, n = 2.5n0}, respectively. Even the surface energy is not included, the energy per baryon

of strangeon matter cannot be lower than that of 2-flavored nucleus (∼ 938 MeV) in the hatched

region labelled “Unfavorable”. As shown in the figure, there is huge parameter space where 3-flavored

strangeon matter could be more stable than 2-flavored nucleon matter (i.e., nucleus). It is worth noting

that some of normal nuclei would be metastable (but strangeon matter is absolutely stable) if Ac ∼ 100

or even smaller.

3. Discussions and Conclusions

Conventionally, we call our model “liquid drop model”, but the real strangeon matter could be

“solid” in fact. A strangeon is much more massive than a nucleon, and its quantum effect could then be

weaker and its wave packet could be even smaller than the separation between strangeons. Therefore,

when the temperature of strangeon matter is significantly lower than ∼ 0.1ǫ ∼ 10 MeV, a strangeon

drop should be solidified though its state equation may not change significantly.
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Fig. 1. The parameter space of stable strangeon matter in M − ǫ diagram, where M is the mass per baryon of

a strangeon in vacuum and ǫ is the potential depth. We calculate with different parameter sets in a liquid drop

model of strangeon matter, here is two of them: {Nq = 6, n = 1.5n0} (left plot) and {Nq = 18, n = 2.5n0} (right

plot), where Nq is quark number of a strangeon and n is the baryon number density. It is evident that strangeon

matter could be absolutely stable in a huge space of parameters.

There could be three different manifestations of strangeon matter [8]: strangeon star, strangeon

cosmic ray, and even strangeon dark matter. Normal 2-flavored baryonic matter would be extremely

compressed by self-gravity of a core inside an evolved massive star. This compressed baryonic matter

could finally be converted to strangeon matter via weak and strong interactions, and a pulsar-like

compact star (i.e., strangeon star) with mass of ∼ M⊙ is created. Binary merger of strangeon star

might also eject relativistic strangeon nuggets detectable as cosmic rays, and such a strangeon cosmic

ray might be identified in an air-shower event. Additionally, it is also possible to synthesize strangeon

matter during the cosmic separation of QCD phases, and this kind of strangeon matter could have

survived and exist in the present Universe, to be manifested in the form of dark matter.

In summary, we have tried to model strangeon matter in a sense of phenomenological liquid

drop, with the help of the law of corresponding states to derive model parameters. It is found that

strangeon matter could be stable even its baryon number to be as low as 300 if M ∼ GeV and ǫ ∼ 100

MeV. There is huge parameter space for strangeon matter to exist stably in this liquid drop model.

Interestingly, it supplies a unique possibility to explain very different manifestations in the Universe

(the nature of pulsar, cosmic ray, and dark matter) with the strangeon matter conjecture.
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